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of an intellectual giant unsheathing Goliath's sivord to slay a man of
stra«%.

Objections based on the supposed imperfection or uselessness of
certain organs, on the supposiksion that utility for man is the test of
purpose or design, on the iinpossibility of understanding the divine
purpose regarding nature> and on the adaptations to produce cvii
consequences which nature contains, may be passed'over as obsolete
or irrelevant. The conditions of the argument do flot require us to
explain everything in connection with the materials entering into it.
It is enough if it justifies the hypothesis of intclligence to account
for the facts so far as thesc can be understood or explained.

The objection pressed so liard by some recent writers, especially
by Professor Hicks in his critique of the design argument, requires
more careful consideratioi. The position taken is, that the design
argument cannot be stated wiithout assumning in the premisses the
conclusion which it professes to establish. Teleolog,,y is necessarily
illogical. Those who urge this objection give the design argument
ivider scope tha., the statement of this article allows. They embrace
both the or-der or entaxiological, and the purpose or teleological
argumnents under the design argument. Design is the genus, order
and purpose are species under it. Professor Hicks, in îparticular,
asserts that the order argument lias logical validity, but the purpobe
argument lias not. The former does not take intelligence for
granted in the prernisses, but the latter does. Fromi tle facts of
order abounding iii the cosmos. we are justifled iii assertingl the
reality of intelligence; from the facts of purpose, or design proper,
we cannot reacli intelligence without being illogical.

In reply to this reasoning several things may be noted. In the
first place thc design argument should be conflned strictly to the
teleological sphere, where alone marks of adaptation and purposc
are founid. The argument from thc orderly arrangement of flhc
cosmos should be termed either the cosniologrical or entaxiological
argument, though there niay hiave been littie need to coin the latter
word. This relieves the design argument of sonie of its diffxcul.ties,
and enables thc order argument and the design argument to range
theniselves side by side ini the theistic proof, arnd to gather strengtl,
as they both niay, from the zetiological argument, or the argument
from the necessity of a first cause of the contingrent universe.
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